D1S80 VNTR locus genotypes in a population of Southeastern Sicily: distribution and genetic disequilibrium.
Locus D1S80 is one of the best-known polymorphic loci, showing a variable number of tandem repeats. This article presents the results on D1S80 allele distributions in a sample of 324 unrelated Sicilian individuals, collected and analyzed in two distinct laboratory centers. Although, as expected, the two most frequent alleles were those with 18 and 24 repeat units, the population sample from southeastern Sicily showed a relatively low frequency of allele 29 (2.9%) and allele 31 (3.4%) and a relatively high frequency of allele 25 (6.0%), allele 30 (1.9%), and allele 32 (1.5%) in comparison with other populations. Statistical analysis performed by the five alleles model provided evidence that the population did not follow the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium expectations (observed heterozygosity 70.99% vs. expected heterozygosity 76.31%). The calculated F (fixation index), as a measure of heterozygote deficiency or excess, was positive for four allele groups and negative for one allele group. This finding was consistent with a substantial diversity of human ethnic groups when tested with VNTR systems and might represent a genuine inconsistency, not due to a methodological bias. This scenario deserves further investigation, i.e., by performing a short tandem repeat (STR) units analysis on a greater number of loci in the same population sample.